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Dear Veterans of the 8 th Armored Division, Members of the Association, Descendants,
Family and Friends,
Video Clip of the 8th Armored Division CCB
sent by Ken Curtis to David Clare on December 19, 2016
8th Armored Division Wankum, Germany 3 March 1945 elements of the 36th Tank Battalion and HQ jeep
‘Hothouse’.
https://www.facebook.com/usarmoredmemory/videos/vb.823196801104600/1027203397370605/?type=2&theater

36th Tank Battalion Parade – Chrast, Czechoslovakie Summer 1945.
Thanks to Jaroslav Kulhanek

Thanks to Oliver Nephuth

Edmund Campbell 78-B in Rokycany, Czech Republic 1945 & now

8th Armored Division in action in Roermond

Thanks to Jaroslav Kulhanek, Stupno, Czech Republic
This is a photo of the 8th Armored Division Hospital in Rokycany, Czech Republic in 1945. It was located in the town High
School. Rokycany was on the demarcation line between the Russians and Americans. Here the Germans fled into American
captivity. For the Germans it was in the vicinity of many POW camps. Simultaneously to Rokycany flooded many prisoners
of concentration camps or DP’s from across Europe headed for liberation. Rokycany was completely overcrowded. All
schools were used for the accommodation of prisoners from concentration camps. The US ARMY provided doctors and
nurses and treatment. Czech women took care of the liberated prisoners. Through Rokycany passed hundreds of thousands
of people in 1945.

In Memoriam
John Thomas Borrelli, 93, of Methuen, passed away on February 2, 2017 surrounded by his loving and devoted
family at Holy Family Hospital in Methuen, MA. He served in Co. C, 53rd Armored Engineer Battalion of the
8th Armored Division, the ‘Thundering Herd’.
John was born and raised in Lawrence, MA to John and Louise (Ciprano) Borrelli. He attended Lawrence City
Schools. After high school, John served in the European theater with United States Army during WWII. After his
discharge from the military, John married his sweetheart Mary Teresa Mawson. He and his wife settled in
Lawrence where they raised their family. John worked for many years as a laborer in the construction industry
until his retirement. He was a humble man known for his good and witty sense of humor who cherished and
revered his family. John could usually be found tinkering around his beach house at Salisbury Beach. As the
patriarch of his family, the touch and presence of his life was a constant reminder of the importance of family.
He is the uncle of Association member – Anthony Adamsky

In Loving Memory of Jake Huntington, 92, who passed away on Sept. 25, 2016 at Hospice House, surrounded
by loved ones. Born Sept. 13,1924 in Howard, PA., he had been an Ohio resident since 1948.
A decorated WWII, U.S. Army Veteran, 80th Tank Battalion, 8th Armored Division, European Campaign.
Purple Heart recipient, DAV & VFW Life member. He worked many years at the GM Plant on Coit Rd. as a
welder. He was an avid hunter, fisherman and boater. He loved the outdoors and spending time with his family.
He enjoyed exercising and competing in Senior Olympics.
A military funeral honors ceremony was held on Saturday, Oct. 1, 2016 at Western Reserve Memorial Gardens. See more at:
http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/news-herald/obituary.aspx?n=milford-huntingtonjake&pid=181648204&#sthash.4NiOaeGc.dpuf

Vernon Cordell King
Co. C, 80th Tank Battalion 8th Armored Division
Vernon Cordell King passed away peacefully surrounded by family on Tuesday, February 14, 2017,
at North Kansas City Hospital. Vernon was born Oct. 20, 1923, in Vibbard, Mo., to Anna (Clevenger)
and Clarence King. He was a proud World War II Army veteran and tank commander during the
famous "Battle of the Bulge." He received three purple hearts for his service. After the war, he

graduated from Central Missouri State University with a degree in Business Administration. He
married the love of his life, Ruth Marriott on Aug. 9, 1952. He was a Missouri State Representative
from 1971-1976, an entrepreneur, business owner and residential home developer. He had a love for
real estate, showing a special interest in agricultural land. He was a loving husband, father and
grandfather. Vernon was preceded in death by parents; brothers, Delbert, Herbert and Clarence
"Junior" King; and son, Kevin King. He is survived by his wife, Ruth; his son, Cordell (Jennifer)
King, daughter, Collette King and her daughter, Kaitlyn King; his grandson, Christopher (Allie) King
and many nieces and nephews. Visitation for Vernon was held from 1 to 2 p.m. Saturday, Feb. 18, at
Pisgah Baptist Church, Excelsior Springs, Mo. Funeral service followed at 2 p.m. at the church.
Burial with military honors was held at Lawson Cemetery, Lawson, Mo. The King family offers a
very special thanks to the wonderful staff at North Kansas City Hospital, as well as NorthCare
Hospice House, for the loving care shown to Vernon and Ruth.
- See more at: http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/kansascity/obituary.aspx?n=vernon-cordellking&pid=184149359&fhid=21270#sthash.ccNcn7vb.dpuf
William R. (Bill) Markey, Sr., 91, of Kansas City, Missouri, passed away Wednesday, February 17, 2016. He is survived
by his wife of 65 years, Betty, and children.
He attended St. Mary's Academy and graduated from William Chrisman High School in 1941. He attended St. Benedict's
College, Atchison, KS prior to serving in the Armed Forces during World War II. Bill served with the 53rd Engineer
Battalion of the 8th Armored Division during the European Theater in WWII.
Upon his discharge, Bill attended Kansas State College, where he received a degree in Civil Engineering in 1949. He
married Betty O'Brien in November, 1950, at St. Francis Xavier Catholic Church, Kansas City, MO. He spent his career in
the building and highway construction field, retiring as Chief Engineer of Clarkson Construction Company in 1989.
Mass of Christian Burial on his behalf was celebrated at St. Catherine of Siena Church, 4101 East 105th Terrace, Kansas
City, MO, with burial following in Mt. Olivet Cemetery, Kansas City, MO.
http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/kansascity/obituary.aspx?page=lifestory&pid=177790118

From David Clare (1/20/17)
David J Clare W/Roy Pfennings @ his home where he has a museum w/ section featuring my Dad's unit. glass case we are
in front of has my Dad's Ike jacket & American flag from his home in Pearl River NY.

Mystery Monument to the 8th Armored Division originally placed in Pilsen, Czechoslovakia (Czech
Republic) Does anyone have a recollections of this Memorial?

Thanks to David Clare

1st Lt. Ullery, 18-C killed in action – Feb. 1, 1945

Memorial Day 2016 wreath of the 8th Armored Division Association laid by David Clare

8th Armored Division - 36th Tank Bn. - Stories and Tales
My Brief Tour as 1st Lt.
Wed, 26 Mar 1999
From: Grant D. Everly

On March 15 1943, two months after after my 18th birthday, I found myself drafted and on my way to meet my
destiny. I was a young man from a small town in West Virginia. At the time, I did not know I was about to take
part in one of the greatest events in the 20th Century for America and its Allies--World War II.
My adventure started at North Camp Polk in Louisiana. I was assigned to the 36th Tank Battalion, 8th Armored
Division. After basic training I received advanced training including D series and regular maneuvers. Then I was
off to continue my adventure overseas in Europe. I was apprehensive, to be going, because that's where the war
was.
Now we move two years forward----to March 7, 1945, just after the bloody battle of Rheinberg. We, the 2nd
platoon of Company "C" along with units of the 35th Div. were in the vicinity of Ossenberg just outside of
Rheinberg.
We had artillery coming at us constantly from across the Rhein river, where most of the German forces had
retreated. As the loader on the crew, I was busy with getting rid of the spent shells by throwing them through the
pistol port on the side of the turret.
Before I knew it, a piece of shrapnel came though the pistol port and got me on the left side of the head. The
shrapnel was a jagged piece about a quarter inch or so long. ( I retrieved it later from the floor of the tank, but later
lost it). It cut my scalp and knocked me out briefly. Since our tank was disabled having a track knocked off by by
an HE round, I had to get out through the bottom escape hatch.
After I was out of the tank I looked for some shelter, which happened to be in the cellar of one of the houses there.
In the cellar a 35th Medic applied a bandage from my pistol beltpacket. And told me to go out and look for the
medic halftrack which would take me to the Aid Station.
When I went back out, I noticed a helmet on the ground and picked it up and put it on, since I had left my helmet
in the tank. Finally a medic halftrack stopped for me and the guy said, "Hey, Pfc when did you get promoted to
Lieutenant?" I was startled at first, he was pointing at my head. I took off the helmet and it had a 1st Lt. bar on it.
So then I was a 1st Lt. on the ride to the Aid Station, where they bandaged my head properly and gave me a good
slug of American whiskey and took me back to my company in Rheinberg. I never did know whose helmet it was
or what happened to the owner.
When the war ended in Europe on May 8th 1945 we were in a little village of Wollbrandshausen, south of
Northeim. One morning a few days later our Company Commander, Capt. Stanley Bodin lined a few of us up
outside the CP and presented us with some Purple Heart medals. He told us he was glad we didn't get hurt any
worse than we did.
Incidentally, I never made it to 1st Lt. again. But I did retire as SP6-E6, after 22 years.
Pfc. Grant D. Everly, 35750977
Company "C" 36th Tank Bn
3/26/99

Subject: The Battle of Rheinberg
Date:
Friday, Nov 7, 2002
From: Sgt. John R. Call
We had traveled from the Pont-a-Mosson area in eastern France, through Luxemburg, Belgium to Holland, and
were west of the front about 5 miles. We finally found our company in a little town of Roermond, Holland, where
we stayed for about 2 weeks. This where we got the front end of our tank repaired. The main reason we were there
so long is because the Germans were blowing up the dams on the Roer River to keep the water high making it

impossible to put a bridge across the river and go on our spearhead into Germany. After about 2 weeks the
Germans ran out of dams to blow up and the water subsided enough so that the Engineers could install a floating
bridge so we could start into Germany.
It is interesting to note that just prior to leaving the little town in Holland we lined up our tanks and were given a
lot of extra ammunition, this was high explosive shells. We fired our guns as artillery and shot across the river,
being directed by someone who could observe where they were hitting. It was kind of a practice but I think it was
to soften the resistance when we got across the Roer River into Germany.
We crossed the Roer River and went through some cities that were completely bombed out. The houses and
buildings in the towns were gutted completely. I'm a little vague as to what cities these were. My memory said
they were Dusseldorf and Cologne, but those two cities are south on the Rhein River. I do remember going
through these cities, so it must have been after we left Rheinberg.
As we went on toward the east we stopped in various places and finally arrived at the front where the battle was
going on, west of Rheinberg. The spearhead was with the Reconnaissance/Cavalry up front, with the tanks
following. When they ran into German resistance, they call us to go up and clean out the area. There was no
infantry anywhere around us. The Infantry are usually around us, or riding on the back of the tanks, but there was
no Infantry that day. Obviously, they should have been with us for the Battle of Rheinberg.
As we approached the city of Rheinberg the column was stopped and we were called up to go ahead, so we passed
up the Cavalry. At first there was open country and we fanned out in a pyramid formation on the left side of the
road, but as we approached Rheinberg the forest closed in, so we pulled back upon the road in a column
formation. As we entered the populated area the homes had white sheets hanging from the windows as if to say
"we surrender". Then all HELL broke loose. There was German 88 MM anti-tank guns that surrounded the city at
about 100 feet apart. Each German soldier carried 2 Panzer Faust's. These were somewhat like bazookas, but
much larger. They had a large cone shaped warhead that was about 6 inches diameter for about 2" in the center
and tapered off each end. The front had a blunt nose about 3 inches in diameter and the back end was a rocket
about 2 inches in diameter. The rocket fit inside of a tube or barrel. After firing, the barrel was thrown away.
When the warhead hit a tank it blew a 3 inch hole and spewed molten metal around the inside of the tank killing
all those inside. The one disadvantage of Panzer Faust's was the range, which was only 80 yards. The 88 MM
guns were better than anything we had. They had so much velocity that the projectiles could go through our tanks
and out the other side or at an angle would go in an ricochet around the tank usually killing all inside the tanks.
That actually happened to one of the tanks and one of the guys that were in it told us about it later. He said it was
like fire all around him. Boy, was he lucky.
There were tanks burning up and down the road in front of us. We were the 12th tank in the column and had
stopped. Our buddies were dropping all around us. I was the gunner and I had a very close call. Looking out of the
telescope sight I saw a movement in the right edge of the scope and quickly swung the turret to the right. There
was a German soldier in the doorway of the house just ahead of us on the right and he was aiming a Panzer Faust
at our tank. I had to act very fast, so I hit him with the big gun, a 76 MM, and blew out the side of the house,
including him.
As we sat there, we could hear a big gun go off ever few minutes, so my tank commander, Sgt. Burns, said "Put
one in that hay stack up there on the left of the roadway, maybe there is a gun covered with hay. So I aimed the
big gun in there and let go with a high explosive shell. The shell was set for delayed action, which means that
when it hits something it goes about 25 yards and then explodes. Therefore when it hit the gun it traveled behind
the stack and exploded. At that a lot of German soldiers went running out of there, headed back to the rear of the
area toward some houses. There was a big gun in there, 88 MM. and we stopped that one.
Things calmed down then and we decided to go back to the rear and re-group with the tanks that were left. We got
back to an area that was away from the firing and there were 6 tanks left out of the 18 that went into the battle. I
had a lot of ammunition left over from our firing back in the Holland area and it was stashed on the back of the
tank. This was all high explosive ammunition and we split that up with the other tanks, which were low on
ammunition. While there, we found some SS Troops in a house right next to where we regrouped. Some of our

guys were very upset with losing so many of our buddies and they wiped some civilians a well as the SS. When
we were ready to go we went back into the battle. One of the 6 tanks left had a 105 MM. howitzer that was used as
artillery. He led the way and we were all shooting high explosives into the homes along the road and took them
down so we wouldn't have a problem with the German troops that were hidden in these homes. This way we got
inside the city, it was a small town, and we secured our area. We stayed there about 2 weeks to get our
replacement tanks and the soldiers coming in to replace those that were gone.
I was able to get a furlough or a pass for leave to go to Brussels, Belgium for a few days to get away from the
front and get feeling better. I enjoyed that and had a picture taken and did some things to see the city. Upon
returning to Rheinburg I was made a Sergeant and a tank commander and given my own tank and a crew. My
former loader, Pete Duran, became my gunner and a loader from another tank, John Jordon, became my driver.
Two young men from an Infantry Company were assigned to my crew, Emil Platske, bow gunner and Dan Pialt,
loader. These fellows were pretty green and hadn't seen a tank before. We were in Rheinberg for about 1 more
week, getting our tanks and crews ready to go. My tank was one that had been made from two that were knocked
out. One had a good front end where the drive train is and the other had the basic part of the tank and they put
those parts together and this made up the tank I got.
There is some confusion as to where we were when we got our replacements of men and tanks. One report said
that we pulled back to Holland to rest and get the replacements. This may have been when I was in Brussels and I
have forgotten, but my memory says I came back to Rheinberg from Brussels.
It took awhile to get everything ready because we had only 6 tanks and had to have 12 replacements. When we
finally got things together we started back into battle. As we went on through Rheinberg we got about the middle
of town on the main street and here was a tank of my buddy, Donald Ezrig, a gunner. They had pulled the tank
over by the side of the road upon the sidewalk by the fence. The houses there had wooden fences in front of them.
The escape hatch had been dropped out of the bottom of the tank and they had gotten out that way. This is a hole
about 2 feet square with a locked hatch that you could unlock from the inside of the tank, It would drop down and
there was enough room to crawl out underneath the tank and get away. We heard later that all 5 of the crew had
been taken prisoner and they were prisoners of war.
As we went on to the east end of town, I think the main street went east and west; there was one of our tanks. The
road divided, and we went to the right and the tank was setting in the space between the roads, in the "Y". It had
been hit right in the barrel. It looked like the barrel of that 75 MM gun had been hit square on with an 88 MM.
projectile and it gone on into the turret. The barrel was split. There were 2 of the crew of that tank lying on the
ground, they were of course dead and their boots were gone from their feet. Apparently, the German soldiers
wanted some boots and so they took those after our guys got hit.
We went a little farther and stopped on the road in an open area where there were no more houses. We weren't
sure what was up ahead and the whole company stopped and waited. I don't know who was leading, but I guess
things didn't look right. While we were waiting, along came 5 tanks from the rear, and the crew was black
soldiers. They went by us and headed out into this open area and all of sudden one of the tanks hit a landmine that
blew the track off. Apparently, they thought they were in territory that had been conquered, because over the radio
we heard one guy calling his Commander on the radio rear saying "Boss, we's in a place where nobody ain't never
been before". I guess they were really surprised and upset. We waited there for a while and finally proceeded
slowly towards the Rhine River.
It is a little foggy in my mind where we crossed the Rhein River. The history of the 8th Armored Division showed
that we crossed it at Wessel. For some reason I had the idea that we crossed it a little further to the south because I
can remember going through Cologne, which was a completely bombed out city and this is south of that area.
Also, Dusseldorf that was east of the Rhein River. Anyway, we got across the Rhine and headed for the Hartz
Mountains. I don't remember the exact route we took, but I do remember some of the instances that happened.
One time we were going down kind of a small road, it was not a main highway and stopped for some reason and
were sitting there on the road in a tank and I was standing with my head out of the turret, your head would stick up
so that your neck was about even with the rim of the turret. I heard some small arms shots, but I didn't know

where they were coming from. The tank engine was making a lot of noise and it was hard to get an idea where the
firing was coming from. I looked at the house that was next to us on the left side of the road and I said to Pete, the
gunner, "Put one right into that house". He turned around and put a high explosive shell into that house and that
took care of that. We had a 50 caliber ammunition can tied to the back of the turret, right next to my hatch. This
was a metal box about 10" long and 6" wide and 8" high with a lid that swung open on top. We put our cleaning
rags in that can so that we would have them handy. These rags were oily so we didn't want them inside the tank.
That night as we were cleaning the guns we took those rags out and there was a hole from a rifle shot and it went
right through that can. It was only a few inches from my head when I was standing there, so you can see that
someone was watching over me at that time.
As we went on that day we got to a point where there was a lull, the Infantry had been walking along side of our
tanks when we were taking this country. While we were waiting without moving forward the Infantry
disappeared. I noticed that none of them were around. So, as I looked around I noticed smoke coming out of a
chimney of a house not far from us. I got down out of the tank and went over to the house. Here were the
Infantrymen in this house cooking ham and eggs and whatever they wanted and were eating.
One time when we were spearheading on a country road and the company stopped. There was a little town up
ahead with a church sticking up above the trees. The Cavalry probably had run into a little resistance there
because we could hear some machine guns, so I said to Pete, " Put one in that steeple". So he fired one and it was
a delayed action round that hit the target and traveled about 25 yards before it exploded. It went through the
steeple and exploded on the other side. In a few minutes a message came over the radio from someone up there
and said, "We fired 1 shot and a whole company of Krauts gave up". Pretty soon the whole column began moving
and as we went through that town there was a company of Krauts on the lawn by the church with their hands on
their heads and they had surrendered. You need to know that our tank was number 14 in the column, plus the
Cavalry who were spearheading. That put us quite a way out of town. That one round had got them to surrender.
Apparently none of the other tank commanders thought about helping the people up front. In any event my shot
was the thing that did the trick. That was kind of the way I operated. I didn't ask any questions. If it was the enemy
I shot first and then ask questions.
Sgt. John R. Call,
Company "B", 36th Tank Bn
11/7/02
Thanks to Bruce Brodowski – March 1, 2017
Pasquale Pepe was a combat infantryman in Co-A 58th Armored Infantry Battalion , anti tank platoon
Pasquale Pepe was a combat infantryman in Co-A 58th Armored Infantry Battalion , anti tank platoon. In a letter
he wrote: On February 26, Co-A was advancing toward the German lines. Co-B engaged the enemy in a wooded
area which was the Heide Woods. Co-C fought along the railroad tracks into an area where some buildings were
located. The 80th tank battalion was the tank support for the 58th Armored Infantry Battalion. Co-A was pinned
down in an open field by enemy fire. The 80th tanks came onto the field behind us and proceeded to shell the
German lines. We then was able to withdraw to the safety of an embankment to our rear.
Conrad Church wrote in his memoirs:
We were facing the Germans near Roermond, Holland, which was held by their forces, and which, eventually
became our objective in the offensive we launched later. Our squad was billeted nearby the corner in the village of
Unne, ( a mile or so from our advance battle line) and we pulled duty each day or night on that corner, directing
whatever traffic came along. The corner was within easy artillery range of the Germans--their mortars fortunately
reached about 200 yards short. We dug a foxhole in the middle of the road at the corner, and stayed in it as far as
possible. Also, German patrols would sometimes infiltrate the area, so one had to be continually on the alert.
Our squad had as a billet a house in Linne which was intact. It had no furniture left in it except for a large dining
table. We drew straws, and I won the right to sleep on the table, rather than under it or on the floor, as the others
did. I spread my sleeping bag on it, and bunked down. The house had a barn attached, as did many of the Dutch
residences in that area, but there was nothing in it, not even hay or straw. Across the street from this house, was a

church and large courtyard, where, each evening, our mess truck appeared with the one hot meal a day we were
getting at that time. This truck also brought up our mail.
Preparing to share a cake that I received with my squad mates, we noticed a group of Dutch children, probably 5
or 6 years old, watching us hungrily. We did not eat the cake, but gave it to these children. One night the sky again
was blanketed with allied bombers heading for their target in Germany. About an hour or two later, we saw in the
distance one of these planes, disabled and appearing to be on fire, trying desperately to reach our lines. Probably
thousands of our soldiers witnessed this struggle by this plane's pilot since the land was so flat one could see in the
sky for miles. Normally flying very high, this plane was no more than two thousand feet or so above the ground.
The Germans were firing everything they had at it, hoping to down it before it reached our lines, to no avail. The
plane came over our forward line, the crew parachuted to safety, (to loud cheers and jubilance from us, and. I am
sure by our soldiers for miles along this line). The plane flew on to crash at an unknown distant destination. The
crew were scattered although all landed within our lines. We picked up one of these men and took him to the rear
in one of our jeeps.
At about 3:00 A.M., on the morning of February 23, we were awakened by the roar of our massed artillery, some
of which was stationed very near our house. The house quivered and shook with the explosions, as all of our guns
opened up on the German lines ahead. When asked what was going on, I said it was the beginning of the Roer
offensive. We were attacking with the objective of crossing the Roer River and taking the village of Roermond
located on the opposite bank.
Opposing us were the Panzer Leer Division, the 17th Panzer division, and elements of four paratrooper regiments,
plus some other attached units. The morning was cloudy, with a sullen sky spitting out occasional bursts of mixed
ice pellets and cold rain drops. As the morning grew older, this assault from the sky stopped, and we had a dull,
cold, cloudy day with the temperature probably in the low 40's.
My Counter Intelligence and POW squad moved up the Linne - Roermond highway to the front, accompanying
the 58th Armored Infantry Battalion for the attack on the Heide woods located on a small hill on our right, and a
factory on the left side of the highway.. Running parallel to this highway was a railroad, which was elevated about
eight or ten feet above the totally level land on either side. Company A of the 58th was attacking on the left side
of the railroad along the highway, and other elements of the 58th were attacking on the right side of the railroad
towards the Heide woods.
A large anti-tank ditch some 20 feet wide and 15 feet deep, perhaps, was facing all the American units on both
sides of the railroad . There was an underpass so that one could move from one side of the railroad to the other
without having to climb the railroad grade. The road to and through the underpass was at right angles to the
Roermond highway and had three houses close together thereon, very close to that highway.
These houses and this road, at right angles to the Roermond highway, was the point of departure for our attack.
The anti tank ditch was about 200 feet from these houses, and to get the tanks of the 80th Tank Battalion into
action, our 53rd Engineers constructed under fire a bridge over which they soon passed. Once across, they joined
with the troops of the 58th Armored Infantry Battalion for the attack on the Heide woods on our right, and the
factory on the left.
A lieutenant stepped on a mine at this bridge, and the explosion blew off his right leg at the knee. Soon he was
being carried out on a stretcher on a jeep by our medics with a tourniquet on his leg. I saw him, as he passed by
give us a slight wave of encouragement with his right hand.
On the railroad elevation about 300 yards ahead there was sniper fire, which was doing damage to our engineers
and infantry's comfort and health level. Everyone was firing everything they could at this sniper's position. Later
we found two dead Germans in their foxhole there, hit by a direct mortar round, it appeared. One looked about
fourteen years old and the another perhaps eighteen years of age..
Brad and 1, to have a better view of the battle, and not having any duty at the moment, climbed to the third story
of the middle of the three houses on the line of departure, peering out the window on the side towards the action.
It was a sight to see if one didn't know people were being killed and wounded in front of our eyes. From the Heide
woods, there was the continual flash of gunfire and tracers directed towards our lines. In the fields on our side of
the railroad were hundreds of haystacks, now all on fire, and here and there a burning vehicle contributed to the
scene. Our troops were visible moving towards the enemy lines, up and running, then down and firing, and
repeating the process over and again. Enemy troops were not visible, but their firing was, and the effect of their
firing was apparent and horrible.
Tanks from our 80th Tank Battalion had now crossed the bridge over the anti- tank ditch, and were in the open
field beyond, firing on the Heidi woods and the factory defenders' positions. Suddenly, two Tiger tanks appeared,
from the woods, opening up on our tanks with their superior 88mm guns. Our tanks, armed with 75's were no

match in fire power, and were in great danger. One could see our tanks' shells hit the Tigers, and bounce off like
bb's hitting a brick wall. When an 88mm hit, it knocked out anything that was its target, including our Sherman
tanks.
Suddenly two P-47 planes were over our lines, with their rockets firing on the Tigers. Immediately, the Tigers
turned tail and ran back into the safety of the Heide woods. The Germans had a great fear of these planes with
good reason. Brad and I stood in the house for a time watching until suddenly tracers started to come directly at us
from the Heide wood area. We left in a hurry, figuring an artillery observer had spotted us. Sure enough, we had
hardly reached the ground when an 88mm shell went through that very window.
Company A of the 58th AIB was involved in very heavy fighting, and were pinned down by the intense defense
fire from the factory and the area around it. Company A of the- 7th Armored Infantry Battalion, which had been in
reserve, came up the road from Linne to help, splendid looking troops in all respects. As they reached the point of
departure, they were a wonderful sight to see--in single file on each side of the road facing towards Roermond,
with a distance of about 15 feet between each man, laughing and joking between them all, with the usual question
asked over and over, "What do you want to do--live forever?" With this help from these reserve troops, the 58th
finally overcame resistance, and took the factory. The 7th AIB returned to reserve.
Monday, February 26, 1945
Bronze Star – for meritorious achievement.
Sgt. Brodowski displayed outstanding courage moving his tank up under intense enemy fire and dismounting to
evacuate wounded. He was later assigned the mission of attacking an enemy network of trenches. In carrying out
the mission, he exposed himself continually to enemy fire to man the machine gun on his tank. He continued his
advance despite the fact his tank was struck once by anti-tank fire. His action enabled the pinned down infantry to
resume their advance.
Witnesses have said that Ed had his tank come in at high speed with the 50 caliber machine gun blazing out hot
lead. He purposely exposed his tank in order to draw enemy fire away from the infantryman.
“Combat Command R had withdrawn from forward positions in the Heide Woods during the day of 27 February
after being relieved by elements of the 15th Cavalry Group (Mechanized). At 1800 on 27th Colonel Wallace had
received instructions to move to the vicinity of Wegberg. At that point Combat Command was to turn northeast
and close in on the area east of the town of Aldekerk.
Arriving in the designated area on the 28th CCR moved rapidly through the towns of Richelrath, Duken,
Boisheim, Flothend, and Lobberich. At that point the Corps’ restriction on the use of the road net also hampered
CCR’s activities. Cross country movement was infeasible, as the terrain was not suitable for tank maneuver. Since
the Corps order had directed that the Division use only one lateral road between Wegberg and Lobberich,
movement was seriously restricted.
“Colonel Wallace, employing all means possible to move forward, contacted the adjacent 84th Infantry Division,
commanded by Major General A. R. Bolling, for permission to move through its area. This permission was flatly
refused. Colonel Wallace could do nothing but sit and wait during the entire day of 1 March. Finally during the
afternoon of the following day Colonel Wallace received instructions ordering him to move forward. CCR was to
make an all-out dash for the Rhine River. General Devine, acting on orders received in XVI Corps Letter of
Instructions Number 23, dated 1 March, 1945, ordered CCR to capture the towns of Grefrath and Moers and to
secure intact, if possible, the railroad bridge over the Rhine in the vicinity of Moers. Contact was to be maintained
with the 84th Infantry Division moving forward in its zone on the left flank of CCR.
Colonel Wallace divided his Command into two task forces to complete the mission. Task Force Artman, under
the command of Major George Artman, CO, 58th AIB and Task Force Walker, Major A. E. Walker, CO, 80th
Tank Battalion.”
Task force Artman contained Company C, 80th Tank Battalion. Task force Walker contained the 80th Tank
Battalion less Company C of which contained Ed Brodowski in Company A Third Platoon Tank 14 “Abner”.
“28 February 1945 Tech 5 Annon I. Bozeman of Cannon Company, 121st Infantry Regiment, 8th Infantry
Division experienced enemy artillery fire which fell on his unit at Blatzheim, Germany. Here Annon along with
Dymitry Sabot, Reuben A. White, Rex E. Chritchfield, William N. Cramer, Harold Roberts, Edward R. Ennis and
Louis V. Connolly, were killed.”
Excerpts from "The dad I Never Knew."

Thanks to Judy Cockrell February, 2017
Found this in my dad's (Allen W. Cockrell) WWII scrapbook. Looks like he jotted down the number of prisoners
of war his division captured in Germany and Holland from February to May of 1945.
Thanks to David Clare – February 27, 2017

My Dads Platoon leader 2Lt Boggs C Hall of West Virginia hit in neck by shrapnel standing right next to Pfc
Marhall Berkson. Cpl Marvin W Jones of Illinois shot dead by sniper on RR embankment near Graven Farm. He
fell on shoulder of buddy Walter Thorpe as they took turns popping up & firing. Pfc Earl F Love KIA awarded
Silver Star for remaining in firing position even though wounded while his platoon withdrew.

Margraten Military Cemetery

David Clare – February 27, 2017
Feb.27,1945 was a dark day for C Co. 58th A.I.B. My Dad was in. As C Co advanced on a factory at Merum,
Netherlands, they were pinned down by heavy machine gun & mortar fire. Within minutes at least eight were
killed dozens wounded. As Dad dove for cover shrapnel cut the sole of his boot off when it was inches from Sgt
Clarence Lally's head. Sgt Burns was hit in the back trying to get to them. At the same time his 19 yr old .30 cal
gunners Fretz & French were both killed. Most of them lay for Eternity at Margraten-Netherlands American
Cemetery & Memorial. My Dad never forgot you, nor do we!

David Clare – February 26, 2017
In August I made a new friend when I went to Manchester, Ohio to meet Russell Pollitt. In Feb.1945 he was an 18
yr old Rifleman in Co.C 58th A.I.B. same as my father. He was wounded 72 yrs ago when a mortar round landed
in middle of his squad running in a trench. It killed the man in front & man behind him. He took a piece of
shrapnel between the eyes. I feel blessed to have met him & his 3 sons. Thank you Russell for your Service &
Sacrifice!

Russell Pollitt - 2016
Russell Pollitt - 1945

David Clare – February 25, 2017
Thinking of my Friend Leonard Justofin....who was wounded 72 years ago today. Pfc Justofin
aka "Junior" was shot in the head by sniper trying to cross anti tank ditch near Graven Farm.
They quickly realized the ramps the army had them set across the ditch was easy pickens for the
snipers. So they went back to the Graven Farm & got a 10 ft wooden ladder.....threw it in bottom
to set up opposite side. 20 yrs after the War Leonard returned to the area. He met Mr Graven
farm owner.......and found the same ladder they used in 1945. I loved that story....and he
inspired/encouraged me to go. My journey began.......and continues this year!

Leonard Justofin – 58-C 2016

Remembering Sgt Byron E Hupman Jr of New York, T/5 John F McCall Jr of Kansas, Pfc John F Wells of Ohio
all KIA in early days of Operation ‘Grenade’. Sgt Hupman was w/ 405th Arm.Field Art. T/5 McCall was killed in
village of Montfort w/B Batt. 399 Arm.field Art. Pfc Wells was w/36th Tank Batt. Your sacrifice is Not
Forgotten!

SG Donald Robert Hayes, later Lt.& Colonel - Silver Star buried in Arlington National Cemetery

Charles B Pickard 58-C KIA February 25, 1945 - Pfc Stewart C Poulson 49-B KIA

Lt. Martin Hammerschmidt

Allied Occupation of Western Czechoslovakia Memorial in Rokysany, Czech Republic Today
Courtesy of Jaroslav Kulhanek
Richard Jenkins – 130-C February 27, 2017
I happened to watch an old movie the other night and it brought back some memories. It was "The Story of G.I.
Joe", at least I think that was the title. It was the story of a bunch of guys in the ETO (36th Division in Italy) and
Ernie Pyle, the famous war correspondent who followed many combat outfits and told their stories. It featured
Burgess Meredith as Ernie Pyle. He later went to the Pacific area and was killed by a Jap sniper. We were
somewhere in Germany and were told that we could see a movie in a big tent. The projector was ours and was
synchronized to the frequency of the projector power. We had no power so someone connected it to German
power, don't know how it was done. The projector needed 120 volts 60 cycle power, but the German power was
220 volts 50 cycles. The result was weird. The projector ran at 50 cycles and was slower, by about 17 percent of
what it should have been. That made movements slower and voices lower by the same amount. It was almost like
slow motion. We enjoyed the movie but it was slower and the voices slower and lower. Robert Mitchum was an
actor in it, as well as many others. Watching it the other night brought back memories of that night in Germany! I
thought you might be interested in that little escapade! More memories!. I read the report which you published and
it was very well done. I am glad that I was able to furnish some material for it.
Thank you! Richard
Response from Vern Miller – 130-HQ
That must be the movie I've told people about. I remember that it was the story of Ernie Pyle. I think we were in
Golkrath, Germany. We saw the first reel and then got orders to move out immediately. Some days later we saw
the first reel again, and once more got orders to move out. I never have seen the complete movie.
I don't remember any problem with the image being in slow motion or the sound being distorted. Do you suppose
the guys from Headquarters were a little luckier than the guys from C Company? (I started to say "smarter" or
"more resourceful" but figured somebody would take me seriously.)
An explanation may be in order. Richard and I were in the same 130th Ordnance Battalion -- even in the same
Company at one time. He stayed with C Company but I got moved out of C Company into Headquarters
Company and then Headquarters shortly before we went overseas.
--VernMiller
Thanks! Vern
Richard Jenkins – February 28, 2017
I enjoyed sending my stories. Recalling them brought back memories. That old movie did the same thing. We
certainly had a lot of adventures with the 8th Armored. As I have previously said Dan Garside was the biggest
promoter of Company C history. A few weeks ago I had my gallbladder removed. It was giving me a lot of

abdominal problems. I feel better now, but am almost 93, so I take it easy. We have had a mild winter and that
was good for me. I have good neighbors and friends and they have helped me out many times. We have a good
senior center where I get a noon meal five days a week that is very good, much better than K-RATIONS! I am
pleased that others have enjoyed my stories and I hope they brought back memories of theirs. It is good to recall
history, especially when we made it. We were part of a great adventure. Keep up your good work.
Richard – God Bless you and may you recover fully and swiftly from your procedure!
THANK YOU for your incredible stories!
Richard Jenkins – March 1, 2017
That movie was indeed the same one that many of us saw. You can get all the details of the movie by Googling
"The Story of G.I. Joe" movie. It gives all the details of the movie. In Company C we liked to think that we had
the most creative bunch of guys in the division. They performed many miracles. We had a jeweler who could fix
clocks and watches, I believe his name was ‘Cuz Pearson’, and ‘Frank Conway’, the armorer, who would get
pistols from the British and re-work them to take our .45 ammunition, as well as many other miracles with rifles.
He was a good shot too, at times supplementing our food supply with wild game. Great guy. As the old song goes,
"we were rough and ready guys, but oh how we could "improvise", not harmonize. I sent a lot of things home,
including a bunch of rifles, bayonets, and even a coin collection that I got from an old guy in Czechoslovakia. I
don't remember who our scroungers were but we had guys who were able to "procure" just about anything that we
needed. Invaluable!
Thanks to Jo Morrissey – March, 2017
My Dad - 2nd Lt Theodore Rowman graduated OCS Fort Knox March 1943 then sent to Camp Polk La and was
with my Dad until June 1944. He was in the 8th Armored - Div 88h Cav Rcn Sqd Troop C but as you know it
changed names with missions I have his 8th armored patch, a USAAF vest, but he was in ground forces KIA NE
forest of France 10/15/1944. I was blessed to finally be welcomed at the Epinal American Cemetery by a
wonderful Association still honoring those who gave the ultimate sacrifice overwhelmed by the respect shown to
me as Lt Rowman's only child. I wonder if they realized this war left 187, 000 children of these brave men
without a Dad so necessary for a child, I had not turned 4 when my Dad did not come home.

Thanks to John Hayes March 6
German ‘88’s Alley 22 miles to Dorsten

Thanks to Bruce Brodowski March 30, 2017
A wonderful and touching story.
72 years ago today on Good Friday, my dad Ed Brodowski volunteered to take his tank into
Burr-Hassel Germany to draw out the enemy. It was a suicide mission. Dad decided to stay and
battle it out with a German Panzer tank just three blocks away while some of his crew escaped
out the bottom hatch. The tank was hit and the track was blown off. The Historical society knows
the exact intersection. He could have come home with them. He could have been around after I
was born. Other tanks were on their way down the road from Polsen. The German tank shot into
the turret killing dad and the rest of his crew. I stood at the exact intersection in 2015 where dad's
tank was hit. They say that the men in the German tank were just teenage boys. There were
spotters up in the Catholic Church tower just blocks away. The Historical society said that an air
strike was called in. The plane flew over the coal mines on it's approach to the town to blow up
the German tank. They dropped a bomb which blew up that tank. The historical society said that
there were body parts splashed all over the side of the buildings. It was important to clear this
route in order to continue the invasion of Germany. Here are details from my book-The Dad i
Never Knew. The pictures are from my trip in 2015 and from the Historical Society of
GelkenKirchen.
It was March 30. Good Friday. According to Catholic Tradition, today is the day that Christ was
crucified and died at 3:00 P.M. That would be at 1500 hours Around 1600 Brodowski’s platoon
was moved up to support an Infantry company. It was thought that the enemy had a defense in
that area and an attack was made to break through it. Kemp wrote, “Brodowski led the attack on
an area of houses and was met by a barrage of direct and indirect fire from enemy positions. At
that time, the town was known as Burr Hassel but today is GelsenKirchen. It was a suicide
mission. Lt. Kaz knew it and we knew it. As the attack entered the town a camouflaged German
tank drove out from behind a building. They were only two blocks away from each other. Not to
far away was the Catholic Church and it's steeple where German spotters were located. Ed
delivered a withering fire at the Grenadier ground troops surrounding the Tiger." The Tiger shot
off a round that hit the right track of Ed’s tank and disabled it.” Johnny yelled out, we’ve been
hit. We can’t move the tank. Let’s get the hell out. Then Brodowski slipped down into the
gunner’s seat with McStay as his ammo loader. He knew there was no way that his 76mm could
match up against the superior armor and firepower (88mm) of the "Tiger." He could have bailed
out with the others to come back to fight another day but, in Dick Kemps words, “ that hard
headed Pollock Ed Brodowski was not going to back down against any damn Kraut.” There was
a chance that he might have been able to do some damage. They were visually looking down at
each other’s barrels. He directed three rounds from his tank gun at the German tank before his
tank was hit again. This time in the turret hitting McStay and Brodowski. S/Sgt. Brodowski,
Tank Commander, was instantly killed doing what he was trained to do. To fight for freedom
against the tyranny and evil that infiltrated into the world.

More images of the 80th Tank Battalion

Sgt Felix Miller 80-C

Sgt. Felix Miller 80-C

burning Sherman Tank of 80-C

Jody Cockrell - March 29, 2017

"Infantrymen advance to attack on Dorsten, Germany. 3/29/45". 72 years ago today! My father, A.W. Cockrell,
remembers being first in this line of soldiers. (Photo from book, "In Tornado's Wake")
*Thanks to George O’Brien
Red Bud, IL.
66th Armored Infantry Battalion, 12th Armored Division
‘Hellcat News’ Spring 2017
Did you ever wonder what an Infantryman carried with him while in combat during World War 2? The Armored
Infantryman equipment varied somewhat as a lot of his stuff
was stored in his halftrack.
“Typically a U.S. Soldier’s kit consisted of either wool or herringbone twill uniform depending on which theatre
he fought in. Brown combat boots or ankle boots with leggings were the most common footwear. His cartridge
belt was of WW1 design. Made of cotton it had grommet holes punched in it which corresponded with wire
hangers on various gear like canteens, bayonets and ammo pouches. Thus these items could be placed on the belt
or removed without taking the belt
off.
“His back pack carried his folding shovel, mess, shaving and toiletry kit, sewing kit, extra socks or other clothing,
and extra cans of food known as C-rations. The pack also supported either a shelter half, blanket or a sleeping bag,
depending on what the solider was issued. The pack was also of WW1 design but as the war progressed new
modern packs were introduced. Also from WW1 was the gas mask. Gas was rarely used in WW2 but every soldier
carried one just in case.
The soldier carried his gas mask in a bag that was carried on his thigh.
“At the start of the war, the U.S. Soldier wore left over trench helmets from WW1. By 1942, a new, more
protective design was introduced which gave the U.S. infantryman better
protection. This new helmet would be worn by the military for the next 40 years.
“U.S. Soldiers entered combat weighted down with a lot of equipment. Those who lived through the first few days
soon learned to discard most of this, so they could move faster, take cover quickly, and try to stay alive. They
usually ditched their gas mask, shelter half (one-half of a pup tent), and quit carrying boxes of rations (food),
depending on supply to get them food after dark.

“They kept their entrenching tool, so they could dig their hole to get in at night, or anytime they stopped for a
while.
They always had their canteen for water, and their first aid kit, their overcoat, if it was cold, or their raincoat, it if
was warm, an extra pair of socks, so they could put on dry ones every day,
ammunition - usually 200 rounds, or 25 clips for the M-1 rifle, and a few grenades.”
*Thanks to Tom Stevens, Saginaw. MI
134th Ordnance/Maintenance Battalion – 12th Armored Division
‘Hellcat News’ Spring - 2017
I have written about Saginaw Steering Gear’s production of the M1919A4 machine gun. This unit was a Division
of General Motors where I worked my entire career.
The following is the history of M1 carbine production at this same Division.
Saginaw Steering Gear Manufactured M1 Carbines
In World War Two the United States Military saw the benefit for a carbine in its ranks to better suit the needs of
troops. This led to the adoption of the M1 carbine that was produced in part by the Saginaw Steering Gear
Division Plant #2 of General Motors, in addition to other companies.
The production of the carbine by Saginaw more efficiently armed a large number of U.S. Soldiers during World
War II while simultaneously providing a more effective small arm
for those soldiers to do their respective duties.
A New Light Rifle
Beginning in 1940, the military had been developing a lightweight rifle to issue to troops who were already
encumbered by other equipment or were second line troops that were not supposed to be in front line combat. At
that time the current small arms issued were either too heavy, too bulky or, in the case of the M1911 pistol,
limited in range. This led to the pursuit of a carbine using a new .30 caliber round that was lighter than the M1
Garand’s .30-06 round and had more range than the .45 ACP that were in current use. After the completion of
development by Winchester and adoption of the M1 carbine in September 1941, the government began to contract
production runs of the carbine to various private firms. A short time after its ntroduction, Chief of Ordnance
Major General L. H. Campbell, Jr. wrote, “Reports coming in from all jungle theaters indicate that the carbine is
going to be a most useful weapon due to its light weight, small overall length, and the light weight ammunition.
All the above indicates that we must assert the greatest of pressure to get carbines and ammunition in the
minimum of time.” This is
what preceded Saginaw’s contract.
After its success with producing the M1919A4 machine gun that began in 1940, Plant #2 obtained a contract for
365,500 M1 carbines on Feb. 13, 1943. While the plant continued to produce machine guns, the facility took on a
series of contracts for M1 carbines. The Saginaw #2 Plant would produce 293,592 carbines between 1943 and
1944 when the contracts were cancelled.
While the Saginaw plant was going forward with its contract, the Ordnance Department requested that Saginaw
simultaneously take over the floundering Irwin-Pedersen plant in Grand Rapids MI. The plant had been
established in 1942 for the expressed purpose of building M1 carbines by Robert W. Irwin, a furniture
manufacturer, and John D. Pedersen, a commercial firearms designer. Though on the surface this seemed to be a
good balanced partnership that
would produce carbines, in a year they had produced less than 3,000 units and none of them had passed inspection
with the Ordnance Department. These guns had many parts out of specification and outright catastrophic failure of
their receivers.
After some deliberation the Irwin’s cancelled their contract and Saginaw took over the factory on April 1, 1943.
With some men from the Saginaw plant, they led most of the original work force in completely re-configuring the
Grand Rapids Plant. After the plant was taken over, the facility had produced 8,000 more carbines than the
contract called for, and were delivered to the Government in 33 days. Under the leadership of Saginaw Division,
the Grand Rapids plant
produced 223,620 carbines in 1943. With the termination of carbine production, the Grand Rapids plant was
transitioned to the GMC diesel program after Jan. 1, 1944.
Throughout the course of production for the M1 carbine, the parts to complete guns as needed were subcontracted
to over 50 different facilities and businesses that didn’t usually have any prior experience in firearms
manufacturing.

In addition to subcontracting, in order to fulfill contracts on time, lots parts were exchanged between the various
main assembly contractors as well. In the case of Saginaw Steering
Gear, the gun stocks came from Rock-Ola Manufacturing Corp. and Trimble Nursery & Furniture Co. As a result,
the Saginaw plant never actually made its own stock and avoided
setting up that portion of production. While the Saginaw plant made its own rifle barrels during the course of the
production at Grand Rapids, they would come from the Inland Division
of General Motor and Buffalo Arms, in addition to Saginaw. Many other of the small parts were sent out to the
nine other makers of carbines at different points as was needed to keep
production going, ranging in amounts in the hundreds to thousands. Even the most complicated part of the gun,
the receiver that was the serialized center component of the gun that composes the action, was sub-contracted and
traded between the nine makers.
The Consequences of the M1 Carbine
The M1 carbine produced at Saginaw made a significant contribution to the war effort by freeing up resources for
other needs by supplanting the use of the M1 Thompson submachine gun and M1 Garand rifle. In addition to this,
the carbine was a better weapon for the troops. The carbine was issued to those in combat who were supposed to
be doing other tasks than engaging the enemy with their small arms fire, such as commanders, radiomen, mortar
men, rangers,
machine gun crewmen, tankers, artillerymen, forward observers, signals troops, engineers, and headquarters staff.
In one instance, PFC Eugene B. Sledge, a mortar man in the 5th Marine regiment at the Battle of Peleliu,
encountered a group of Japanese soldiers running across a reef several hundred yards away, and let the rest of the
company with full size rifles engage them to great effect while he simply watched. Other rear echelon troops far
from the action, such as Military Police, were also issued the gun, allowing more front-line infantryman to use
Garands and Thompsons. These troops got a weapon with more range than a sub-machine gun, and less weight
than both the SMG and M1 rifle, while only giving up range at distance and some stopping power at close
range.
In addition to freeing the troops from pounds of weight, it saved the military a large sum of money. All available
alternatives to the carbine cost more per unit, with the Thompson at its cheapest at $45 per unit, while the Garand
was $44 during their peaks of production. The Winchester Repeating Company that produced Garands is used to
compare here, as Springfield Armory is a bad comparison in being a large government arsenal that doesn’t
compare well
to the private firms scale, and the fact that Springfield had several years before the war to develop efficient
production.
At the peak of Saginaw’s contract their cost per unit got down to $32.22, at which point the Ordnance Department
had determined that they had enough other companies producing
carbines for the remainder of the war and didn’t add any more contracts. Other larger plants did lower the price
per unit further due to the increased length and size of their contracts.
The carbine cost less than both of the available replacements at the time, and it also physically needed less
material to produce and operate than the heavier Thompson and Garand
with their larger rounds.
Although Saginaw Steering Gear only produced 8.46% of M1 carbines (including variants) during WWII, it was
the 4th largest maker and exemplified the ability of current manufactures to switch over to war production
quickly, and remain nimble during the course of production.
An M1 carbine produced at Saginaw Steering Gear Plant #2.
In 2010 my wife Jill and I went on a 12th Armored Battlefield Tour along with 20+ others who were veterans and
spouses, families and Legacy members. During a visit to a small museum of WWII artifacts, I mentioned to Jill
that Saginaw had made M1 carbines for the war effort. The owner of the museum overheard me and came over to
us and told him he knew of the Saginaw M1 carbine and that one of them in his collection was, in fact, from
Saginaw. This falls into the
small world category. The museum was near Colmar, France, which was liberated by the 12th. Armored Division.
2nd Battalion 333rd Infantry in the E.T.O. in WWII (This Battalion of the 84th Infantry Division served near the
8th Armored Division)

RHINE TO ELBE - Crossing the Rhine
Most everyone in the Battalion was speculating about when the war in the ETO would come to an end as they
learned about their next mission. From higher headquarters it was learned that Berlin was our next objective. The
2nd Bn. was to take part in mopping up operations in close support of the 5th Armored Division.
For this drive toward Berlin, the 2nd Bn. was organized into three forces. Each one consisted of one Rifle
Company, attached heavy machine guns, 81 mm mortars, and 4.2 chemical mortars. A platoon of tanks or TDs
accompanied the leading task force. Our advancing formation, instead of being a column of companies, became a
column of task forces.
Permission had been given to overload our vehicles, and all the ammunition that could possibly be carried was
loaded as we prepared to leave.
When task forces were being formed to cross the Rhine, we were so completely motorized that no place could be
found for "Old Nellie", the faithful horse that served the Battalion’s. Medical section through most of our
operations in the Ardennes. Old Nellie's services were valued so highly by Captain Hazlett that a home was found
for her with a Dutch family who had befriended the Medical Detachment during the days just prior to the Bn's
entrance into combat. Those nearest "Old Nellie" were sad when she was loaded into the G. I. truck headed for
Holland. They wished that she might 'grow old without turning gray and enjoy "horse happiness".
The formation of task forces pulled out from Rumeln under the cover of darkness, April 1. It was about midnight
when the Bn. reached the Rhine. The river crossing was made over a pontoon bridge near Wessel under a vast
network of barrage balloons. The sky overhead was illuminated by huge searchlights and the construction of a
bridge to span the Rhine had already been started just to the right of the sight where the crossing was made.
On to the Weser River
Early in the morning on April 2 the task forces halted, and the troops settled down in billets around Specking.
During the evening a movie was shown in a German barn, which was the last picture the men were able to see
until they reached the Elbe River.
As the drive toward Berlin got under way, the 325 FA followed the leading task force of the Bn. with instructions
to be ready to stop on a moment's notice and fire missions from along the road. Men ate "C" and "K" rations for
their three meals on April 4, as they were on the move all that day. At 0800 the following morning the Bn. halted
at Herford. Civilian traffic in the city was very heavy. The Germans had been ordered to turn in all their weapons
and military equipment. Huge piles of equipment and weapons accumulated after only a short time. As soon as it
was evident that we could be in Herford a few hours, the 2nd Bn. medics took over a beer hall and served free
beer to all. German civilians and refugees looted a nearby shoe store. G Company left for the rear to serve as
Division CP guard while the remainder of the Battalion moved a short distance and billeted in Salzuflen. Hot
chow for the noon and evening meals was served.
E Company's task force comprised of elements from Captain Baker's H Company had led the Bn's advance from
the Rhine River thus far. On April 6, just before we pulled out of Salzuflen, E Company was given the mission of
clearing 8 square kilometers of wooded area east of that town. This was the Battalion's first operation east of the
Rhine River. There had been reports of SS Troops in the area, and some resistance was expected. The company
advanced in a column of platoons with the leading platoon mounted on tanks while the remainder of the company
rode 2 ton trucks. Within two hours’ time E Company completed this mission, taking 45 PW's without
encountering any resistance.
At 2330, April 6, an immediate move was ordered, and within a short time the troops mounted trucks to spend the
remainder of the night and the next day traveling. Late in the afternoon of the following day the Bn. column
crossed the Weser River at Porta on pontoon bridges that had been thrown across the river by the 5th Armored.
Bucholz
Shortly after crossing the Weser River, the first Battalion, which was at that time the leading element of 333rd
Regiment, was held up by strong enemy resistance in the vicinity of Eisbergen. At 1900 hours Companies E and G
de-trucked to clear the woods north of Eisbergen. While on this mission it was learned from civilians that large
numbers of German soldiers had withdrawn only a few minutes before our arrival.

The next morning, April 8, the 2nd Bn. became the leading element of the Regiment. Since the Rhine crossing the
Battalion had been in Regimental reserve.
As the 2nd Bn. went forward to spearhead the attack, it found bridges blown along the autobahn. In the vicinity of
Bucholz the advance was held up for about eight hours before the strong enemy resistance could be fixed and bypassed. E Company's task force was engaged in some bitter fighting near the village of Luhden. Effective fire
stopped two large busses of German soldiers that
were attempting to make their escape. Second platoon of E Company fought the enemy in a bitter fight as it
attempted to clear the Germans from houses. This platoon had made an advance of 300 yards when one of its
accompanying tanks received ‘panzerfaust’ fire. The tank ran into a ditch to avoid the projectile, but E Company's
Doughboys continued fighting without this supporting fire. After some fierce fighting for a short time, this pocket
of resistance was overcome. E Company's second platoon had lost 2 killed and 3 wounded, while the enemy had
suffered 20 killed and 14 captured.
Later the 1st and 3rd platoons mounted tanks and advanced 500 yards down the highway until they came under
fire of 20 mm flak guns. As the tanks immediately halted, these two platoons continued the advance about 600
yards more. They were stopped at this point by four machine guns firing from the hillside on their right front.
Unable to advance they waited for mortar and artillery fire to soften up the machine gun positions before
maneuvering into a position where an attack could be made from the rear. Advancing with "marching fire" this
second objective for E Company was taken. Four machine guns and one anti-tank gun had been knocked out. One
SS officer and 4 EM were captured, and five were killed. While taking this objective one man from E Company
was killed.
Later on in the afternoon of April 8, the advancing column halted before a strong enemy force at Bucholz. The
enemy had taken up positions in the hills which overlooked the road. From these positions they were able to
deliver dangerous sniper and machine gun fire. G Company's task force supported by F Company stormed these
hills and located some of the enemy's well camouflaged positions. Bitter fighting ensued; many of the enemy were
killed, and also many escaped and fled farther back into the hills where an old castle afforded them cover from
rifle fire. During this engagement several enemy shells landed very near the Bn. vehicles. One landed close
enough to puncture a tire on the Battalion. ammunition truck. A second one passed over the convoy and landed
about one hundred yards away, and a third hit a German home and set it on fire. As our artillery prepared to
neutralize the enemy redoubt in the hills, our troops climbed on trucks and tanks at 1730 and by-passed this
enemy pocket.
Weetzen
All the Bn. personnel will remember the two hour motor march from Bucholz to Weetzen led by Lt. Col. Norman
and Capt. Frink. A distance of 55 kilometers was covered during the two hours. G Company's task force
employing two of H Company's machine gun jeeps as a point spearheaded this advance. The column of task
forces moved parallel to the autobahn on secondary roads that at
times led through dense wooded areas. This route to Weetzen took us through Bernsen, Rehren, Hattendorf, Pohle,
Hulsede, Egstorf, and Wennigsen. All along the route large numbers of PWs were picked up and carried with the
fast moving Bn. In the thick Lauenau Woods about one hundred PWs were overlooked by the head of the column
but were picked up by rear elements.
This was the fastest advance made by the Bn. during all of its combat operations. The task forces would strike
forward for miles at a time before coming to a halt. German soldiers were surrendering in such large numbers, that
it wasn't long before all our 21/2 ton trucks used for transporting PWs to the rear had been filled. Large numbers
of the enemy were then told to go back to the nearest town and surrender. Every few miles along our advance it
was necessary for G Company to leave a few men behind to take care of the multitude of prisoners who wanted to
surrender. Some of these men were forced to engage in mopping up fighting, during which time they were
outnumbered and captured by Waffen SS troops. During the ensuing confusion each of these men individually
made his escape and later succeeded in rejoining his company. On one occasion the convoy was halted to question
a small unit of German soldiers standing near the edge of a dense woods. As a conversation be¬tween the

Germans and GIs ensued, a German speaking GI from. Company G yelled, "Der Krieg ist zu Ende !" (The war has
come to an end.) Thereupon, a company of Germans came from their hiding place in the woods and surrendered.
The Bn. reached Weetzen at 1940 hours under the cover of pitch darkness. Most of the Bn. went into billets, as the
troops had been constantly on the move during the two previous days and nights. About 100German soldiers
surrendered without putting up any resistance to E Company as we entered the town.
As we waited in Weetzen for further orders, we found ourselves in a deadly trap. Around midnight enemy artillery
opened up on our vehicles and on the houses in which our men were billeted. Enemy shells came into Weetzen
from our front and both flanks. The Bn's attached platoon of 4.2 mortars lost all its mortars and vehicles except
one. We were unable to get supporting artillery fire, and thus no counter battery fire could be delivered. When
orders finally reached us to move out of Weetzen as soon as possible, it was late at night, and the troops were
becoming erratic from lack of rest. With much difficulty the convoy was reformed and turned around under shell
fire. As E Company led the column out of Weetzen along the same route by which entrance into the town was
made, a complete squad from that company was wounded as a result of a direct hit scored by enemy artillery on
the tank that the troops had mounted. E Company's casualties added up to 23 wounded and three killed. Company
F lost two trucks and two trailers, and suffered 10 casualties. Each company had some of their vehicles either
damaged or knocked out. The total casualties in the Bn. amounted to 48. For two hours we were baptized with
enemy artillery fire, with which the Germans extorted from us their price for our rapid advance from Bucholz late
that afternoon.
The aid men attached to various companies gallantly applied themselves to their task of looking after the
wounded. They had to work without the benefit of the Bn. medical section nearby. The wounded had to be carried
along with the troops to Munzel, where they were given medical aid. An E Company aid man, Pfc. Casper, was
severely wounded as an artillery shell mangled his arm while he, was attempting to remove wounded men from
the E Company man that was hit by enemy artillery. This aid man, after putting a tourniquet on his own arm,
refused further attention as he supervise the first aid treatment given several of his comrades
.
Operations around Hannover
As the Battalion left Weetzen, it moved into Munzel, arriving at 0500, April 9. Late in the afternoon of the same
day, the move was made into Berenboster. This latter town was located only about four miles from Hannover.
Company F sustained several casualties as it moved out to take and secure objectives in preparation for the attack
on Hannover the next day. It was necessary to take the new bank of the Mitteleland Canal and reconnoiter and
secure bridge across it. Six 500 lb. demolition bombs were discovered under one of these bridges. They were
removed by a demolition squad from the A. & P. Platoon.
At 0500 hours on April 10, the attack on Hannover was launched with all elements of the 84th Division taking
part. We did not meet much resistance in taking Hannover, and by three o'clock the city was ours.
During the attack on Hannover, Lt. Col. Ivan Hardesty assumed command of the Bn., replacing Lt. Col. Daniel P.
Norman. We didn't find any white flags flying from the windows of German homes in Hannover as we had
noticed passing through other towns and cities. Thousands of displaced persons were liberated around Hannover.
They were seen looting for food and clothes; even some German civilians were noticed taking part in this
"wartime sport".
Having taken Hannover by mid-afternoon, the Bn. closed in the area around Berenboster to prepare for our next
move. On our way there enemy planes were active overhead, but our steady stream of crisscrossing anti-aircraft
fire from all types of weapons kept them at a distance. Later on that night an enemy bomber succeeded in getting
through the blanket of fire from our guns and in dropping two bombs on G Company's area, causing several
casualties.
Rick Bell, 84th Infantry Division Association
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70 Years Later, Hatfield WWII Vet from the 8th Armored Division
Honored With Bronze Star – Thomas Lees, Co. C, 7th Armored Infantry
Battalion
April 7, 2017
By Jim Melwert

94-year-old Thomas Lees presented with Bronze Star. (credit: Jim Melwert)
PHILADELPHIA (CBS) — A celebration in Hatfield as a 94-year-old World War II veteran is honored with a
Bronze Star he was awarded in 1947, but never received.
Gregory Lees was putting together a shadow box of his father’s medals when a friend told him his dad should
have a Bronze Star.
Lees pushed through the paperwork and, under the guise of a 94th birthday celebration, his father was presented
the medal at the American Legion building in Hatfield.
“He’s been my hero since I was a kid, and I wanted to make sure he gets what he’s entitled and is honored the way
he should be,” said Gregory.
After the reading of a ten-page history tracking his unit in The Battle of The Bulge, 94-year-old Thomas Lees
flashed his modesty and his sense of humor.
“That’s more than I ever knew,” he said.
Major General Wesley Craig presented Lees with the medal, and says his unit fought the Nazis in what was one of
the coldest winters in European history.
“And they covered Buchenwald and all those terrible camps, they had to live through all that. We and the
Europeans, we owe them a lot, that’s for sure,” said Craig.
http://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2017/04/07/70-years-later-hatfield-wwii-vet-honored-with-bronze-star/
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